
 

 

 

 

Tips malaparadois – English version – Buenos Aires 

 

Buenos Aires 
Argentina 
 
I've been in Buenos Aires a few times and I can say: - The Porteño capital is very cool! But do 
not expect a European capital, even if they are thinking! To Buenos Aires friends... Do not be 
upset ok? As I said like B. A. 
 
When to go: 
 
B. A. can be visited all year round. One of the advantages is the large number of flights from Brazil 
to Buenos Aires capital. Despite the proximity and ease of reaching Buenos Aires, the "brothers" 
have culture, and tastes are quite different for us Brazilians. For those wishing to spend a 
weekend in Buenos Aires, already pays. 
 
The prices of airline tickets with proper scheduling and advance, it is much cheaper that for some 
tourist cities in Brazil (see: Sbhtour Tel: + 55 31 3291.4771 / + 55 31 9910.5646 - Skype: 
thalita.ribeiro29 - Msn / email: thalitammrp@gmail.com). 
 
B. A. In the spring is spectacular! But it is very hot in summer. Winter tends to be very strict, but 
not as much as Europe and North America, as well as having lots of rain. 
 
Already in autumn colors are an added attraction part! The leaves of the trees are between red 
and orange giving a colorful parks worthy of a painting. 
 
The average temperature is 22 º November to March and from 11th June to September, but may 
have peaks in December and February that reach 38 easy. 
 
 
Directions: 
 
In Brazil, not all airports have direct flights, but all (that operate with the international mode) come 
to Buenos Aires, which is whether to choose how, when and amount of scales. Primarily 
destination airport in BA is the international airport of Ezeiza "Ministro Pistarini" , which is about 
38 Km from the city of Buenos Aires . 
 
Permanence: 
 
It is not mandatory to use a passport, but if you have it is the best choice. His original RG, if 
renewed within 10 years is also valid. Brazilians can stay in Argentina as tourists for a period of 
90 days and may be renewed for the same period by the National Direction of Migration - 
www.migraciones.gov.ar. 
 
Refund of VAT: 
 



 

 

 

 

After making the purchases, you can recover the amount paid from Value Added Tax if purchased 
domestic products (Argentine) by higher amounts to $ 70 (per invoice), in adhering to the "Global 
Refund" system located in the following places trades: 
 
Airport "Jorge Newbery" (Buenos Aires), in telephone booths Telecom. 
Ezeiza International Airport "Ministro Pistarini" in Terminal A, 1st floor. 
Ezeiza International Airport "Ministro Pistarini" in Terminal B, Ground Floor. 
Airport "Jorge Newbery" (Buenos Aires), in telephone booths Telecom. 
 
Excess Baggage: 
 
Could not resist and bought too much? It was with a suitcase and returned with five? Stay tuned 
to the weight to ship. The variation is in accordance with the cia. airline, aircraft type and class of 
ticket . The penalty for excess baggage is easily applied in these cases (see your reference). 
 
Currency: 
 
Argentina's official currency is the "weight". There are bank notes of 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 
pesos, and coins of 1 peso and 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 cents. 
 
Medical Emergencies: 
 
In case of medical emergency, please call the number 107, the Emergency Department of the 
City of Buenos Aires, which can send an ambulance to your hotel and there are public hospitals 
that serve free of charge in cases of emergency. Check out the list. But keep your travel insurance 
at hand and in cases of removal to Brazil need him. 
 
Tango: 
 
No need to go in big venues (type Señor Tango) to see the true Argentine tango. The streets you 
can give yourself the pleasure of accompanying couples enacting the typical dance without having 
to spend almost nothing , just take a few "exchanged" the dancers or go to restaurants that are 
in the vicinity of micro - center and enjoy a beautiful addition to meal one little show tango . Always 
have people distributing ads dinner shows, choose what suits you best. 
 
Business Hours: 
 
Unless exceptions, banks and exchange houses operate 2nd to Friday 6th of 10 to 15 hs. 
Commercial offices generally are open from 9 am to 12 pm and from 14 to 19 hs. Shops and 
business centers, usually run from 9 to 20hs and Saturdays from 9 to 13hs. Cafes, teahouses, 
bars and pizzerias are almost always open to the 2hs morning. In restaurants lunch is usually 
served from 12:30 and dinner from 20:30. 
 
Buenos Aires Car: 
 
Brazilians with private vehicles shall submit, in addition to the valid identity document (identity 
card issued by the Public Security Bureau or valid passport), proof of vehicle ownership, the 
Brazilian Driver's license - or, if the other destinations, International Driver's License, and 
international insurance for Mercosur (" green card"). 
 



 

 

 

 

The vehicle will be temporarily allowed to enter Argentina with within 90 days and will be subject 
to fines and arrest if they do not return within the period of application of temporary admission. 
If you are driving vehicle that is not in your name, you must present authorization from the owner, 
legalized by the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Relations - see page 
http://www.abe.mre.gov.br/antes/legalizacao-de-documentos. 
(source http://www.conbrasil.org.ar/CONSBRASIL/preguntas_frec.asp) 
 
Travel with Kids: 
 
For international travel, under 18 unaccompanied, require parental permission, and if one of them 
is absent, and judicial authorization is required. If one of the child's parents is deceased, the death 
certificate replaces the authorization. In all cases, it is mandatory to show the identity card (or 
passport) and birth certificate to the road. 
 
Cart: 
 
We have the malaparadois group (https://www.facebook.com/groups/malaparadois/files/) several 
post about shopping in Buenos Aires, then go to a short summary. B. A. is no longer the shoo 
other times. Simple as that. 
 
But the exchange rate remains favorable - despite the devalued in recent times, wines, leather 
goods and designer labels are still there. If prices are not inviting as before, enjoy the way it goes. 
 
It is still possible, yes, shopping and fill the bags in Buenos Aires. 
 
THE OUTLETS: 
 
The outlets from Cordoba Avenue (between Calle Lavalleja and Avenida Juan B. Justo) are sure 
shot to mine discounts, but worth staying tuned. The points catch the unwary: the macaws usually 
hide items with small defects , dirty and even of dubious origin ( make sure that the shirt is not 
cuties and that the zippers of the bag open and close normally before passing the box, ok?). 
 
The prices did not seem so cool? It is quite possible that you find a package of socks Nike the 
same value in the store shopping. Spend where convenient. 
 
Safety Recommendations: 
 
As always all the travel websites that recommend not walk with the passport and/or identity 
documents and only use copies on day-to-day. I especially recommend that you keep your 
passport and / or ID with you always! 
 
Even with all the safety vaults of hotels... I prefer them to be with me. The choice is yours! But if 
you choose to do as I do, keep them in the front pockets of his pants and preferably because the 
jackets can be forgotten. But it is always prudent to leave aside a copy, because it might be useful 
in case of theft of the originals, to return to Brazil and have need for issuance of Return 
Authorization to Brazil (ARB). 
 
WARNING: You are in a metropolis, so do not leave your belongings, especially bags, available! 
Especially when you're walking on Calle Florida, enjoying the shops, malls... 
 



 

 

 

 

ATTENTION: In escalators is also wise to take care of the pockets and purses. 
 
ATTENTION: In restaurants and bars, not hang coats and bags in the chair or leave them on the 
table. 
 
CAUTION: When taking a taxi OBSERVE the identification card of the driver in the back seat. 
Inside the cab, do not count money or valuables display. Pay the taxi preferably with small bills 
and never let the taxi driver think you are lost, they will abuse. 
 
Cambio $: Do not exchange money on the street, but only in banks or exchange houses. 
 
Avoid transit on streets or deserted squares evening, and after 22h, avoid taking taxis on the 
street, preferring radio taxis or remise at the hotel. 
 
Do not carry large sums of money and do not keep them in one pocket or place. Beware of 
"pulguistas" pickpockets that usually comes with that talk of wanting to help you in any way, and 
when you realize it is surrounded by three, four or five of them and without the wallet. 
 
Consulate General of Brazil: 
 
Consulate General of Brazil in Buenos Aires: +54 4515 6500Em case of theft or loss of 
documents, the Brazilian should follow the following procedure: 
 
1. Attend the police station nearest police where the document was lost or stolen to make a 
complaint for theft or loss; 
 
2. In case you need to return to Brazil to document, may be issued a Return Authorization to 
Brazil - ARB, which is free. 
 
In this case, if you cannot wait for normal service hours, contact the duty of the Consulate General 
(15 4199-9668). Submit to the consular officer police complaint and proof of Brazilian nationality. 
 
In Buenos Aires you can stay in the downtown area which is easier access to everything. 
 
When will the first time is what I indicate, it has other cool neighborhoods to stay but are best 
suited when you already know. You move a lot easier for all. 
 
Another suggestion: 
 
Avoid staying out of the micro center, but if you do choose the neighborhoods of Palermo, Puerto 
Madero, Recoleta. Neighborhoods like La Boca, is a little dangerous, but if you like adventures... 
Go ahead. 
 

Acesse: www.malaparadois.com - Dicas de Viagens & Lifestyle em um único site! 

Novas dicas, histórias e fotos de viagens: 

Siga: https://twitter.com/@Malaparadois 

Curta: https://www.facebook.com/malaparadois 

Participe: https://www.facebook.com/groups/malaparadois/ 

Compartilhe a sua história também! Envie-nos um e-mail contando suas aventuras! 

E-mail: malaparadois@gmail.com 


